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Abstract
This study questions the traditional view of software architecture as a

specification that needs only be understood by software architects and

engineers. Based on an intensive study of three software-producing organiza-
tions, we identify multiple metaphors (‘Blueprint,’ ‘Literature,’ ‘Language’ and

‘Decision’) that stakeholders use to understand the term software architecture,

which in turn, allows them to effectively participate in its creation and use. Our
results point to new research directions that may better encompass a broader

view of software architecture.
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Introduction
An explicit understanding of the underlying architecture is a prerequisite
for the design, evolution and maintenance of modern information systems
that must complement today’s complex business processes spread across
internal divisions and external partners. With technologies such as
enterprise application integration (Linthicum, 2000), service-oriented
computing (Huhns & Singh, 2005), components for enterprise systems
(Fan et al., 2000) and service-oriented architectures (Erl, 2004), which
require significant cross-organizational collaboration and imply separating
interfaces from implementations, an understanding of architecture is
assuming an even more critical role. An important corollary to this
requirement is that this understanding should not be restricted only to
software developers, but must also be accessible to other stakeholders such
as users, customers and managers (Smolander & Päivärinta, 2002a). This is
especially important when we are moving to the era of utility, or service
computing, which relies on external service architectures (e.g., Google
Application Programmable Interfaces (APIs), trust and payment APIs) for
service composition (Huhns & Singh, 2005). In this new world all
developers, managers and other stakeholders must be able to understand
and use architectures (Rozanski & Woods, 2007).

Although recent articles talk about the maturation (Kruchten et al., 2006;
Taylor & van der Hoek, 2007) and even a ‘golden age’ (Shaw & Clements,
2006) of software architecture, approaches to representing, designing and
communicating software architectures continue to be narrowly focused,
with an emphasis on software architects and engineers as the key
stakeholders, and continue to employ highly technical representations
(Bosch, 2000). Research in this domain (e.g., Dashofy et al., 2005) has
therefore continued to build representation schemes for documenting
software architectures (Garlan, 2000; IEEE, 2000; Clements et al., 2002) as
technical blueprints in spite of calls for broadening the architecture
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perspective to non-technical uses (Smolander & Päivär-
inta, 2002b; Medvidovic et al., 2007; Rozanski & Woods,
2007). This focus tends to downplay and discourage the
necessary and often important roles (Carlile, 2002 ) that
different stakeholders play in the creation and use of
software architecture (Grinter, 1999; Smolander & Päivär-
inta, 2002b; Rozanski & Woods, 2007).

Ongoing research elsewhere (Medvidovic et al., 2007)
outlines multiple perspectives or concerns (Rozanski &
Woods, 2007) that are necessary to facilitate participation
from different stakeholders in the creation and use of
software architecture. Empirical studies to back the
arguments made in these works are, however, not
available. As a result, Medvidovic et al. (2007) multi-
perspective view on software architecture languages
reflects an internally focused argument that is derived
from the slow adoption of research contribution to
industrial practice. An example of such research con-
tributions to the field is architecture description lan-
guages (ADLs) (Medvidovic & Taylor, 2000) that were
widely researched, but rarely adopted in practice.

The study we describe in this paper provides an
important complement. We describe the results of an
intensive study of three software-producing organiza-
tions over a period of 1 year, tracking the process of
software architecture development with a particular focus
on understanding how different stakeholders generated,
represented, used and shared knowledge regarding soft-
ware architectures. The broad research question that
drove this investigation was the following: How is
software architecture developed and used in an organization?

Our results provide an empirically derived argument that
complements the one provided by Medvidovic et al.
(2007). To arrive at our research outcomes, we followed
an immersive research methodology in the tradition
of Curtis et al. (1988), characterized as grounded theory
development (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The primary
mode of data gathering was interviews with organiza-
tional actors that belonged to different stakeholder
groups.

Content analysis of the data gathered (19 interviews,
12 h, 310 pages of transcribed pages) was performed as a
part of grounded theory building (Strauss & Corbin,
1990). In this paper, we present and discuss outcomes
of this analysis as different ‘metaphors’ that exemplify
how different stakeholder groups participate in the
creation and use of software architecture. A key contribu-
tion of our research, therefore, is providing an
empirical grounding for a multi-faceted understanding
of the concept of software architecture. Together with
the recent work by Medvidovic et al. (2007) and Rozanski
& Woods (2007), findings from this study call for
intensified efforts to develop architectural languages
and methods that allow more varied representations
that may be accessible to different stakeholder groups
and more effective communication across these groups.

In what follows, we first summarize prior research on
software architectures with a view to showing their

current dominant focus on structural/technical specifica-
tions, and highlighting the need for expanding this
understanding to encompass additional dimensions
(mirroring the arguments made by Medvidovic et al.
(2007)). The next section outlines the research method
and describes the setting for the current study. In the
subsequent section, we describe the results as metaphors
that exemplify the stakeholders’ perspectives of the
concept of software architecture and extend the analysis
to describe how this understanding can tell us how
each stakeholder group may participate in its creation
and use. The final section ties the results back to current
research on software architecture representations, juxta-
posing results from our empirical work against recent
evolution of ADLs to derive implications for future
research and practice.

Prior research
This section reviews prior research related to ADLs
contrasting it against findings from research related to
processes in the creation and use of software architecture.

Software architecture
The commonly accepted understanding of the term
‘software architecture’ among researchers is that of a
structure that describes the system in terms of its
components, their basic operational principles and their
interconnections (e.g., IEEE, 2000; Bass et al., 2003;
Kruchten et al., 2006). In many cases the term ‘architec-
ture’ implicitly includes physical elements such as hard-
ware constellations or network layouts and traces of
physical entities such as files and executables. In this
sense, the term ‘software architecture’ strongly resembles
‘system architecture’ that includes hardware, software
and system environment (Rechtin, 1992; O’Neil et al.,
2000; Maier & Rechtin, 2002). Table 1 shows selected
definitions of the terms ‘software architecture’ and
‘system architecture.’

The definitions proposed for software architecture
(many available at Software Engineering Institute, 2006)
reflect this structural perspective, exemplified as compo-
nents and their arrangement. Several of these definitions
have been criticized as oversimplifications (e.g., Baragry
& Reed, 2001). For example, the definition by IEEE (2000)
emphasizes the structural aspect by defining architecture
as ‘the fundamental organization of a system embodied
in its components, their relationships to each other
and to the environment, and the principles guiding its
design and evolution.’ The emphasis on arrangement of
components into a configuration is evident in many
more definitions (Garlan & Shaw, 1993; Shaw & Garlan,
1996; Hofmeister et al., 1999; Bosch, 2000; Dashofy et al.,
2005). Typically, the definitions focus on a single
software system, unlike the terms ‘information systems
architecture’ and ‘enterprise architecture,’ which refer to
the architecture and infrastructure that encompasses
information technology, employees, procedures and
objectives among other things (IBM Corporation, 1975;
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Zachman, 1987; Karimi, 1988; Sowa & Zachman, 1992).
The term ‘system infrastructure’ inherits this emphasis
and identifies different layers of an organizational
infrastructure including components such as network,
databases, servers and people (e.g., Monteiro & Hanseth,
1995; Weill & Broadbent, 1998; Maier & Rechtin, 2002).

Tracing the genealogy of the general term ‘architecture’
(Merriam-Webster, 2002), we see that it embraces several
meanings including: (1) the art or science of building;
specifically, the art or practice of designing and building
structures, particularly habitable ones; (2) formation or
construction as or as if as the result of conscious act; (3) a
unifying or coherent form or structure; (4) architectural
product or work; (5) a method or style of building; and (6)
the manner in which the components of a computer or
computer system are organized and integrated. This
ambiguity of meanings and lack of consensus is visible
also in the software architecture field as also expressed by
Kruchten et al. (2006). One response to this ambiguity by
the IFIP WG2.10 on software architecture is to define
software architecture through its usage and sub-areas
(Kruchten et al., 2006): (a) architectural design, or how
the architecture is produced; (b) architecture analysis, or
how we interpret and analyze the architecture and final
product; (c) realization, or how to produce a working
system from architecture descriptions; (d) representation,
or how to produce design artifacts that are durable over
time; and (e) economics, particularly the economics of

architectural decisions. Although useful for focusing
efforts for different sub-groups of professionals, these
sub-areas do not provide clear definitions, nor do they
claim to provide a non-overlapping set of categories. To
understand concerns related to architecture representa-
tion better, we review this stream next.

‘Representing’ software architecture
Researchers from a number of disciplines have focused on
clarifying the nomenclature for components that may be
part of software architecture and enumerating ways of
specifying interconnections among these components.
Research efforts in this direction have resulted in several
architectural models and ADLs such as MetaH (Binns
et al., 1996), UniCon (Shaw et al., 1995), Rapide
(Luckham et al., 1995), ACME (Garlan et al., 1997) and
AML (Wile, 1999). To handle the large number of
components and allow different partitioning of the
models, architectural viewpoints (Zachman, 1987;
Kruchten, 1995; IEEE, 2000) have been introduced. The
proposals for ADLs have ranged from informal boxes and
arrows diagrams (Hevner & Mills, 1993) and adaptations
of software modeling formalisms (Medvidovic & Taylor,
2000) to identification of common architectural patterns
and styles (Monroe et al., 1997) and specific ADLs aimed
at different domains (Medvidovic et al., 2002; Dashofy
et al., 2005). There are also a number of industrial
approaches (Soni et al., 1995; Hofmeister et al., 1999;

Table 1 Definitions of software architecture and system architecture

Term Definition Source

Software architecture The fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their

relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the principles guiding its

design and evolution.

IEEE (2000)

The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or

structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible

properties of those elements and the relationships between them.

Bass et al. (2003)

Software architecture involves the structure and organization by which modern

system components and sub-systems interact to form systems, and the properties

of systems that can best be designed and analyzed at the system level.

Kruchten et al. (2006)

Structural issues include overall organization and global control structure;

protocols for communication, synchronization and data access; assignment of

functionality to design elements; physical distribution; composition of design

elements; scaling and performance; and selection among design alternatives.

Garlan & Shaw (1993)

Architecture descriptions of software systems are generally composed of at least

three key entities: components, connectors and configurations.

Dashofy et al. (2005)

The software architecture should define and describe the elements of the system at

a relatively coarse granularity. It should describe how the elements fulfil the system

requirements, including which elements are responsible for which functionality,

how they interact with each other, how they interact with the outside world, and

their dependencies on the execution platform.

Hofmeister et al. (1999)

System architecture The underlying structure of a system, such as a communication network, a neural

network, a spacecraft, a computer, major software or an organization.

Rechtin (1992)

A system’s fundamental, abstract structure that determines its behavior defined in

terms of components, connections and constraints, along with the system’s

interactions with its environment.

O’Neil et al. (2000)
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Kruchten, 1999; Bass et al., 2003) and an attempt to build
a general model of software architecture design based on
these approaches (Hofmeister et al., 2007).

As expected, academic research related to architecture
representation has emphasized correctness, consistency
and coherence (Simpson et al., 1998; O’Neil et al., 2000)
of structural representation, a concern that is important
to specialists who deal with implementation (i.e., soft-
ware architects and designers). An unintended by-
product of this emphasis (Bichler et al., 1998) has been
the exclusion of other stakeholders (such as managers
and customers) from the process even though they are
likely to engage in the creation and use of software
architecture. As a result, although considerable progress
has been made in understanding and representing
structural properties of software, the outcomes have
remained largely limited to academia. Sustained benefits
from academia to practice are still difficult to identify,
and investments of time and effort are considered
unacceptable for software projects unless they represent
very large undertakings. The bulk of research in archi-
tecture representation and ADLs has, therefore, not
found widespread acceptance (Dashofy et al., 2005). This
lack of acceptance raises questions regarding whether the
concept of software architecture, and the research
trajectory suggested by a focus on structure, can lead to
breakthrough results that can significantly influence
software engineering practice. Dashofy et al. (2005) in
their early work make a similar observation, but stop
short of asking for alternative research trajectories.
Instead, they call for faster ways of describing architec-
tures that continue to use ADLs. In their later work
(Medvidovic et al., 2007), they part ways with this stance,
and instead, explicitly recognize multiple stakeholders
for software architecture with what they call a lamppost
model. The often-cited study by Wynekoop & Russo
(1995) raised similar concerns about use of software
development methods, such as whether they are really
used, how they are selected, and whether they work in
practice or are only researcher tools. The recent Medvi-
dovic et al.’s study (2007) is different from the Wynekoop
and Russo’s study (1995) in that the latter presents
empirical evidence for their arguments. The lamppost
model presented by Medvidovic et al. (2007) appears
to have substantial face validity. The arguments, how-
ever, lack empirical foundation. In this paper, we extend
this academic research based on findings from an
empirical study.

Design and use of software architecture
Contrary to the assumption that underlies research on
representing software architectures (i.e., that users,
managers and customers are seen as passive participants),
other streams of research acknowledge a stronger and
more active role for these stakeholders in the design and
use of software architecture (Bass et al., 2003; Kruchten
et al., 2006). For example, Kazman implicitly accounts for
multiple organizational stakeholders and their needs

when designing or analyzing architecture (Kazman
et al., 1999). Bosch (2000) describes possibilities for
stakeholder involvement in the production of software
product lines, although he does not fully account for
the needs of different stakeholders. Jazayeri et al. (2000)
also recognize the need to expand the scope of the
term, when they suggest that software architecture
includes a set of concepts and design decisions about
the structure and texture of software that enables
effective satisfaction of explicit functional and quality
requirements as well as implicit requirements of the
product family, the problem and the solution domains
(Jazayeri et al., 2000). Their definition implicitly accounts
for multiple stakeholders, who must participate in the
design and use of software architecture. Instead of
making singular representations of the overriding
concern, they suggest multiple concrete perspectives that
may enable negotiations, and hence, consensus and
coherence.

Few researchers have developed these ideas further.
Grinter (1999) observes that the role of an architect in an
organization was more diverse than merely the specifier
of the structure of a system. Smolander & Päivärinta
(2002a) find a large set of stakeholders, including
external customers, managers and eventual users, who
must participate in the development of software archi-
tecture. Both studies suggest that software architects are
engaged not only in designing a solution, but also in
significant communication with other stakeholders who
contribute to the design process. Grinter (1999) also finds
that architects need to coordinate with problem owners
to devise architecture descriptions to ensure that
resources are earmarked in response to the project
schedule. Smolander & Päivärinta (2002a) identify more
than 20 stakeholder groups involved in producing
architectural descriptions. Smolander & Rossi (2008)
outline how design techniques could support these
groups. Findings from these studies illustrate the myriad
roles that a software architect must play, including those
with social and political overtones, and confirm that
other stakeholders must also have significant participa-
tion in the architecture development process. Finally and
more recently, Medvidovic et al. (2007) acknowledge
multiple perspectives – technology, domain and business
– that must be acknowledged to ‘illuminate’ software
architectural descriptions. They also notice the process-
and decision-oriented nature of much of the use of
software architecture in practice. Taylor & van der Hoek
(2007) also recognize the importance of decisions and
evolution management. Findings from this stream of
research suggest a possible reason for the problem
observed in the previous section: lack of sustained
acceptance of ADLs in practice.

Together, this brief review of research provides the
underpinning for our research question: How is software
architecture developed and used in an organization? Specifi-
cally, we focus on arriving at an empirical understanding
of the many meanings that stakeholders attach to the
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term ‘software architecture,’ and how they work with
these meanings through its creation and use.

Research method
We followed an immersive research approach similar to
that followed by Curtis et al. (1988). As the review of prior
work shows, no overarching theories are available about
our phenomenon of interest (although many assertions
have been made about possible uses of architecture in
practice (e.g., Garlan, 2000; IEEE, 2000; Bass et al., 2003)).
As a result, no a priori theoretical position was assumed
nor were any hypotheses stated for testing. The research,
instead, proceeded as an exploratory study (Yin, 1994)
with the objective of generating preliminary theoretical
constructs about the phenomenon of interest based on
empirical observations. The research method, therefore,
followed the grounded theory development approach
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

Grounded theory development uses qualitative con-
tent analysis of data about the phenomenon under study
to construct a theory. Grounded theory approaches have
been shown to be useful when dealing with phenomena
that are new or not well understood. The meanings of
architecture in practice exemplify such an area. Because
theory creation following this approach is strongly
grounded to the data (instead of researcher’s intuition),
the resulting theory is more credible and the research
tends to produce useful and practically valid results
(Orlikowski, 1993). Information systems research offers
many examples of the application of grounded theory
(for instance, Calloway & Ariav, 1991; Orlikowski, 1993;
Volkoff et al., 2005). Software engineering research also
recognizes the need for qualitative approaches in the
areas related to human behavior (Seaman, 1999; Shaw,
2003; Sjöberg et al., 2007).

The setting for the study consisted of three software-
producing organizations (Table 2). The first organization
was a telecom service developer; the second, a software
developer for handheld devices; the third, a developer of
tailored IT solutions. They described themselves as
advanced users of state-of-the-art techniques and meth-
ods for software development practices. This claim was
supported in that they all made extensive use of Unified
Modeling Language for design and of Java and compo-
nents during implementation.

Data collection, analysis and validation
A pre-study was conducted with each organization
with the intent of gathering background information.
This was done as informal interviews and served as the
basis for interpretations of later data collection efforts
(Smolander et al., 2002). Following the pre-study, the
research proceeded in four broad phases: (a) data
collection in the form of interviews, (b) initial data
analysis following open coding, (c) qualitative analysis
of the codes and identification of theoretical constructs
and (d) confirmatory interviews and focus groups (see
Figure 1).

During the first phase, one of the researchers conducted
interviews in each organization using a theoretical
sampling strategy (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The inter-
views were accompanied by questionnaires and prepared
presentations by the chief architects working in these
organizations. The data gathering followed a dynamic
strategy, where the sample was extended and focused
according to emerging needs (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Table 3 outlines the number of individuals interviewed in
each organization and their roles.

The second phase, which was intertwined with the first,
included transcription and data analysis, that is, open
coding. The open coding thus proceeded in parallel,
which allowed treating each interview as confirmation or
further development of results from earlier interviews.
Open coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) was done using
ATLAS.ti (Scientific Software, 2005) (see Figure 2) by
seeding it with high-level categories (Miles & Huberman,
1984) derived from the research question. These in-
cluded: stakeholders, problems in architecture design and
description, and rationale for architecture description.
The seed categories were extended, and existing ones
were merged as new evidence and interpretations
emerged from the analysis.

The open coding resulted in 179 categories. These were
grouped to simplify further analysis. This grouping
resulted in eight super-categories named ‘communica-
tion,’ ‘general features,’ ‘problems,’ ‘rationales,’ ‘solu-
tions,’ ‘stakeholders,’ ‘tools’ and ‘viewpoints.’ Each super-
category consisted of multiple (4–36) specific categories.
The third phase, axial and selective coding, involved
analysis of the categories and super-categories, including
their values, with a view to building linkages among
them. A significant output of this analysis was identifica-

Table 2 Study setting

Organization Business Description of operations Employeesa

Organization A Telecom service developer Development of software-based telecom services and

platforms for in-house use

200

Organization B Handheld software producer Software and tool development for mobile terminals and

handheld devices

200

Organization C IT solution provider Development of tailored information systems as dictated

by customers

400 in one division,

600 in another

a
Number engaged in software development.
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tion of multiple dimensions that would allow greater
understanding of the concept of software architecture.
For instance, the super-category ‘viewpoints’ was lever-
aged along with the super-categories ‘stakeholders’ and
‘rationale’ to identify how different stakeholders used
different perspectives to achieve their objectives. A
specific example of this described how the ‘stakeholder’
manager used the ‘perspective’ of selecting from among
available alternatives when the ‘rationale’ for architecture
description was making strategic decisions about tech-
nology. This process included comparative analysis
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to determine relationships
among code categories. For example, the researchers
compared how ‘rationales’ provided by different ‘stake-
holders’ emphasized different ‘viewpoints,’ and how this
related to different ‘problems’ they perceived. This
detailed analysis (Smolander & Päivärinta, 2002b) re-
sulted in discovery of important descriptive attributes
(dimensions) that underlie the concept of software
architecture (see Table 4).

Phase 2: Initial data analysis with 
open coding 

Phase 1: Initial interviews following 
theoretical sampling 

Phase 4: Presentations to focus groups 
for validations 

Phase 3: Axial and selective coding to 
identify dimensions and metaphors 

Figure 1 The research process.

Table 3 Interviews conducted during Phase 1

Organization Personnel interviewed

Organization A 2 architects, 2 designers, 2 managers, 1 manager of an in-house customer

Organization B 1 architect, 1 designer, 4 managers

Organization C 3 architects, 1 designer, 2 managers

...
Q: Do you mean that you can describe [architecture] better with PowerPoint?

A: You can do it much better with it. You can draw empty boxes with Rational Rose,
but it isn't as visual.

Q: Is it a problem of looking good?

A: When you are presenting it to salesmen and customers, yes it is.

Q: Is it important that you show pretty pictures to customers?

A: Yes. Especially when you can tell with that picture what you have been thinking.
In addition, many times when we are making requirements documents, the customer
wants architecture documentation as a PowerPoint presentation. They present
the architecture also to other possible suppliers and they do not want to redraw the
pictures. It is little like giving a tool to the customer too.

Problem: tool constraints

Problem: visual appearance
Stakeholder: customer management & marketing
Stakeholder: customer

Problem: communicating meanings
Rationale: communicating
Stakeholder: customer
Stakeholder: other suppliers

Figure 2 An example of open coding during Phase 2.

Table 4 Dimensions discovered during Phase 3

Dimensions Description

Time-orientation Descriptions of past architectural solutions vs

current design situation vs prescriptions about

future implementations

Formality Descriptions for enabling understanding vs

those meant for generating executables

Detail Descriptions of technical details or descriptions

that purposefully constrain the level of detail

Activity Nature of typical activities associated with the

descriptions such as recording vs negotiating vs

sense-making

Objective The objective of architectural design and

description

Customer focus Frequency and strength of interaction between

the development organization and customers

utilizing the software architecture

Business focus Extent of reasoning the development group

must make about the business area of the

system
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Careful analysis of the results followed to ensure that
the dimensions were not overlapping. The dimensions
were finally used to characterize several metaphors that
the stakeholders use to understand software architecture.
As one may expect, the overall research process, however,
did not unfold as smoothly as outlined above. Significant
iterations were part of the process, which lend further
credibility to the analysis and results obtained following
the grounded theory development strategy (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990).

As the fourth and final phase of the analysis process, a
specific validation step was used to further corroborate
the results. This included returning to the research
participants to share with them the analysis results. This
took the form of presentations of findings to each
organization as part of a 1-day workshop and eliciting
comments in response. The findings were endorsed by
the participants during these workshops. The discussions
resulted in only minor adjustments to the dimensions
and their eventual synthesis into different metaphors.

The multiple meanings of software architecture
Unlike prior research on ADLs (Dashofy et al., 2005) that
assumes software architecture to be a unified objective
construct, our analysis provides empirical grounding to
the claim that the term is ambiguous with varying
purposes and interpretations. We report the findings
as different metaphors that exemplify how software
architecture is perceived in practice. The general idea of
a metaphor is useful to appreciate and describe human
understanding of complex concepts. Prior research shows
that concepts that are not concrete are easier understood
with the help of metaphors. Lakoff & Johnson (1980)
provide a useful explication of this idea, describing how
individuals grasp new concepts they encounter by means
of other concepts they know in clearer terms. In fact, the
term ‘software architecture’ itself represents a metaphor
that the software engineering community borrows
from other fields that describe buildings, landscape
and so on (i.e., more concrete elements) – which we
can grasp more easily.

Our explication builds on the premise that ‘software
architecture’ is a concept that needs to be understood

with the help of metaphors. The use of metaphors in this
manner to understand a complex concept is seen in
many areas, including organizations (Morgan, 1986),
information systems (Kendall & Kendall, 1993; Gallupe,
2000) and workflow management (Carlsen & Gjersvik,
1997). Our choice of metaphors to report and discuss the
findings thus reflects an established tradition. Following
the analysis described in the previous section, we identify
four metaphors that govern the participation of different
stakeholder communities in the process of creation and
use of software architecture. The dimensions identified
during the analysis were largely influential in arriving
at these metaphors and provided a clear sense of the
different metaphors. Table 5 summarizes the four meta-
phors with reference to values of these dimensions.

Architecture as Blueprint
The Blueprint metaphor is strongest among individuals
involved in implementing or programming the system.
For these stakeholders, architecture means a high-level
description of the system, directly guiding more detailed
implementation aimed at the production of individual
components. Architecture descriptions are thus used for
transferring explicit information from architects to
designers and other software engineers. The complete
specification of architecture, then, resides in and can be
observed from the working implementation of the
system. This metaphor is directly associated with ADLs
(see Medvidovic & Taylor, 2000; Dashofy et al., 2005), and
is clearly oriented towards the future. The following
excerpts show archetypal uses of this metaphor:

Our development is organized so that we first describe the

architecture and from that comes the DLL descriptions and

then possibly different persons make the individual DLLs.

In a way it [the architecture] is the basis for the next phase,

which is the DLL design. (Jack, Software Engineer)

The [architecture] is usually made from the viewpoint of a

programmer. [y] They usually consist of lists of various

source code files and instructions of how to build the system

that is run in a server. (Tim, Product Manager)

[Architecture includes] the components, the communica-

tion between the components, the protocols we were using,

the message format itself, the inputs and outputs, what we

should y produce and get from the user, the error

Table 5 The multiple meanings of software architecture

Dimensions

(see Table 4)

Blueprint: Specification

of the system to be

implemented

Language: Medium of

communication for

achieving common

understanding

Decision: Choices about the

system to be implemented

and rationale

Literature: Documentation

for current and future

generations of users and

developers

Time Future Present/future Future Past

Formality High Low Usually low Varies

Detail High Low Usually low Usually high

Activity Implementing Negotiating Evaluating choices Reading, analyzing

Customer focus Low Possibly high High Usually low

Business focus Low Possibly high High Usually low
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handlings or how the errors should be handled, y and of

course for each of the modules, y the functions of the

modules and their place inside the whole system, and y the

communications inside the module. (George, Designer)

As might be expected, a typical activity associated with
this metaphor is implementation of software artifacts
that requires both high formality and high level of detail.
As a result, the metaphor clearly responds to the needs of
designers and technically oriented architects but scores
lower on the dimensions of customer and business focus.

Architecture as Language
The Language metaphor suggests that architecture enables
common understanding about the system among stake-
holders. The role of architecture is not providing a basis
for creation of artifacts; instead, it acts as a facilitator of
communication across stakeholder groups. This role of
architecture is acknowledged in most new works (Bass
et al., 2003; Medvidovic et al., 2007; Rozanski & Woods,
2007), but it has not been operationalized to any degree.
The metaphor emphasizes understanding between people
about the situation at hand. The time dimension for
this metaphor focuses both on describing the present
situation and on discussing alternative future scenarios.
The following excerpts exemplify how the metaphor is
used:

Usually our projects use quite new technologies and you

need to know at a coarse level what our gurus have

designed. Therefore, it should not just be in the heads of

programmers and architects. The project manager and the

project steering group must also know and follow where

you are going. (Harry, Project Manager)

The purpose of architecture y is that you must be able to

tell the customer and the team what is your idea. (John,

Architect)

You should not drown in papers. y From the perspective of

a project manager the y[architecture] should be con-

densed. It should have the main points, the core points

clearly described so that you don’t need to invite the

architect or the chief designer to the project steering group

meeting to explain it (Harry, Project Manager)

Stakeholders use architecture to communicate and
negotiate, that is, according to this metaphor, architec-
ture requires minimal formality and detail. Too much
formality or detail can, in fact, lead to a breakdown in
communication because the language must be under-
stood by a diverse set of stakeholders with varying
backgrounds and experiences. The metaphor is empha-
sized by stakeholders with high customer or business
focus, such as managers and marketing experts. As the
examples above demonstrate, including these stake-
holders also means that architecture needs to be concise
and easy to understand. Increased diversity among
stakeholders also contributes to a greater emphasis on
thinking of architecture as language. For instance, in one
of the organizations in our study, when customer
participation was intense the marketing group was
closely involved in the process. The metaphor of

architecture as language directly corresponds to the idea
of a boundary object (Star, 1989) that serves to facilitate
interaction between stakeholder groups.

Architecture as Decision
The third metaphor suggests that architecture represents
decision(s) about design trade-offs among properties such
as cost, usability, maintainability and performance that
have consequences for resources needed for building the
system, including work force, special skills and monetary
resources. Architecture thus becomes the process and
product of decision-making concerning design tactics,
strategies and associated resources (Bass et al., 2003;
Dashofy et al., 2005; Rozanski & Woods, 2007). The
following excerpts demonstrate use of this metaphor:

One architectural choice looked technically quite good but

its price could rise so high that they must think about

business premises. If it costs 10 million then how much it

must have usagey (Arthur, Architect)

If the expected lifetime of the system is three years and we

have only 2 Euros and 50 cents money, then it is useless to

pursue highest quality. y If we have other objectives, like if

the expected lifetime is ten years or more, or if the usability

must be top class, then I know where to put the stakes and

what problems must be solved. (Richard, Architect)

We must get as quickly as possible an understanding of the

environment and the system that we are offering into. [y]

With y [the architecture] y organizational decisions are

put across [and]ythe construction of next systems is

guided so that they are obeying the same architecture.

(Tom, Sales Manager)

What choices are possible, what do we have now, what do

we have after five years or after two years? yrequirements

are defined, that is features, usability, and other things that

lead to certain technological choice y (Thomas, Quality

Manager)

The metaphor is clearly oriented towards the future and
uses architecture as a vehicle to decide attributes of a
future solution based on expected resource commitments
and strategies. Typical activities associated with this
metaphor include evaluating alternatives and making
choices about the technical solutions.

As with the Language metaphor, too much formality
and detail is not desirable, particularly for resource
commitment decisions. On the other hand, for technical
trade-off situations, higher levels of detail may be
necessary. This metaphor suggests that for stakeholders
such as managers and resource planners (like project
managers), architecture represents decisions that are
used not only for earmarking resources but also as the
basis for division of work between working units. As a
decision, architecture represents the explicit commit-
ment of a group of individuals to a course of action and
enforces participation of all stakeholders to downstream
processes, such as division of tasks, their required
execution order and even the structure of the develop-
ment organization (cf. Conway, 1968).
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Architecture as Literature
The Literature metaphor is closely related to the doc-
umentation of technical structures that aid in transfer-
ring knowledge over time. Following this metaphor,
architecture is seen as documentation of solutions
constructed in the past, meant for future readers. In the
current software architecture research, the terms analo-
gous to this metaphor (although broader in intent)
include ‘reference architectures’ (e.g., Batory et al.,
1995), ‘product line architectures’ (Clements & Northrop,
1999) and ‘architectural frameworks’ (Fayad & Johnson,
2000). The following excerpts exemplify this metaphor:

I think the purpose of architecture y is to keep the

knowledge of what kind of a system we have. y It is nice to

have such a document y that you can take a view and see

ythose who will possibly make further development or

maintenance can learn the system easily with it. (Michael,

Software Engineer)

Later they [architecture] are good just when the mainte-

nance is switched to the next team, which can be brought

in with these pictures showing that we have this and that

kind of building blocks in these computers and they are

doing this and that in this case. (Hannah, Software

Engineer)

There is this time perspective that when people change,

even organizations can change y Therefore we must be

able to pass over the essential things about the systems fast.

y It is very important that you can have such descriptions

that you can quickly get a grasp on the system from. (Tom,

Sales Manager)

As expected, typical activities associated with this
metaphor include reading and analyzing (from the
recipients of this ‘literature’), because it supports not
only construction of artifacts but also the transfer of
explicit knowledge between designers and maintainers.
Bass et al. (2003) point out that in fact most development
work is maintenance, and thus this metaphor is vital for
longevity of the architecture. This also dictates the level
of detail that tends to be high although the formality
of descriptions varies. An interesting variation of the use

of this metaphor was also related to the concern of reuse
of components and designs. As literature, the metaphor
focuses on the past and tends to have an internal focus
(i.e., less of a customer or business focus).

Using the metaphors
The metaphors described above do overlap and are
sometimes used simultaneously by different stakeholders.
A stakeholder may also use multiple metaphors although
the emphasis varies across stakeholders and over time.
For example, among the participants we interviewed,
the role of an architect often meant simultaneous and
balanced use of all four metaphors. The metaphors clearly
show how each stakeholder group perceives and uses
software architecture for satisfying its own informational
requirements that differ from the requirements of other
groups. These requirements relate to concerns such
as buying or selling the system, running the system,
understanding its operation, understanding the project
scope and estimating its progress, designing the high-
level structure of the system or programming the
components of the system. The metaphors thus serve to
highlight multiple uses of architecture by the different
stakeholders. Medvidovic et al. (2007) suggest a useful
perspective to think about different stakeholders using
the lampposts analogy. Specifically, they suggest three
lampposts: technology (that deals with providing
pointers to software engineers for implementation),
domain (that illuminates problems faced by users in
specific domains) and business (that is concerned with
fulfilling a market need and responding to complemen-
tary functionality elsewhere). The metaphors that result
from our analysis can be mapped against these three
lampposts to describe how each addresses the needs
articulated by Medvidovic et al. (2007) (see Table 6).

As the table demonstrates, each metaphor not only
captures a set of properties but also provides a clue to
what it enables, that is, its eventual ‘use.’ For example,
consider the Language metaphor that facilitates commu-
nication and understanding. A language follows a

Table 6 Mapping the metaphors against the lampposts of Medvidovic et al. (2007)

Lamppost Metaphors

Blueprint Language Decision Literature

Technology Captures layers, systems

and dependencies among

components

Includes detailed structural

descriptions that are used for

maintaining and refining the

architecture

Domain Utilizes application domain

concepts to communicate across

the stakeholder groups

Used to learn about software

architecture as implemented

and deployed

Business Includes user- and customer-

focused terms to communicate

intent with executives and users

Allows evaluation of

alternatives, recording of

rationale and building

commitment to the chosen

architecture
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structure and has a vocabulary, making expression
and composition possible. On the other hand, the
Literature metaphor suggests exposition of style, intent
and narrative as it allows transfer of knowledge to future
generations. The key use of architecture following the
Literature metaphor is, then, the enabling of learning
in the future. The Blueprint metaphor requires under-
standing of representation techniques and rules for
applying these techniques. Representation techniques
must allow dealing with multiple levels of detail, and
blueprints constructed with these techniques must
provide clear prescriptions for implementations. Finally,
the Decision metaphor suggests that choices must be
apparent from the architecture that should also permit
analysis of choices by reflecting their consequences.

A process perspective on the design and use of software
architecture provides another window into how the
metaphors may be useful. Software architecture develop-
ment can be described as a process, where informal
initial descriptions aimed at understanding and objec-
tive-setting give way to formal and detailed specifications
as the process moves from conceptualization to imple-
mentation. The emphasis on the four metaphors
varies through the process. At the beginning of a project,
the Language and Decision metaphors are more promi-
nent as internal and external stakeholders negotiate
to achieve a common understanding and assess the
consequences of choices. As the project proceeds to
implementation, technically oriented stakeholders such
as architects, designers and programmers take over, and
the emphasis shifts to the Blueprint metaphor. After the
system is deployed, the Literature metaphor gains more
emphasis as new participants (users and maintainers)
must operate or maintain the system, which requires
understanding its structure and principles through
documentation.

All four metaphors endure through the lifecycle: the
system structure is constantly communicated and under-
stood (Language), new choices are made and implications
of old choices are understood (Decision), implementa-
tion with existing and new components is guided (Blue-
print) and documents are updated to enable learning
(Literature). Architecture, thus serves as a shared bound-
ary object (Star, 1989; Star & Griesemer, 1989; Bowker &
Star, 1999) between various stakeholder groups engaged
in systems development, satisfying their varying infor-
mational needs during the systems development process.

Discussion and implications
An obvious implication of our work is that there are
multiple perspectives on software architecture. This is
hardly a surprising finding in itself. The value of our work
is that it provides empirical grounding for this assertion
and suggests specific metaphors that can be useful to
interpret prior research and provide directions for future
work. Our goal was to find how architecture is used in
organizations. The identification of the four metaphors
and suggestions for their use extend the current under-

standing of software architecture by explicitly recogniz-
ing the information needs of business users and
customers.

Whereas much prior work on software architecture is
focused on a view of architecture as a Blueprint or
Literature, more research is needed to support the view of
architecture as Decision (Kazman et al., 2001; Rozanski &
Woods, 2007). There is scant research that views
architecture as Language, a key metaphor to facilitate
interaction among stakeholder groups. Writings such as
that by Medvidovic et al. (2007) and Rozanski & Woods
(2007) are beginning to realize that there are multiple
areas that architecture should illuminate (see Table 6).
Our findings are orthogonal to their arguments and
extend this stream of research by proposing four
metaphors that may define how areas under lampposts
of Medvidovic et al. (2007) can be illuminated. The
lampposts then present different aspects of architecture,
whereas the metaphors provide an answer to the views
needed for each aspect. We now outline implications of
these findings for research and practice.

Implications for research
We may speculate that the current, narrowly focused
vision of ADLs may be traced to the emergent nature of
the discipline, or because current research on architecture
is dominated by certain perspectives at the expense of
others. Although debatable, one argument holds that
ADLs are beginning to respond to this challenge, and as a
result, are beginning to find greater acceptance with
practitioners (Medvidovic et al., 2007). If true, the results
reported in this paper may provide a possible explanation
for this trajectory. The early and exclusive focus in
software architecture (as a Blueprint) may have served
the technical audience well, but it resulted in lack of
openness needed by other stakeholders (similar to
arguments about boundary objects suggested by Bowker
& Star (1999)). As the discipline is maturing (Shaw &
Clements, 2006), software architecture representations
are moving towards greater recognition of domain
concepts and business needs (Bass et al., 2003; Hofmann,
2003). This bodes well for a progression towards addres-
sing other stakeholders, such as users and managers
(Rozanski & Woods, 2007). In this view software
architecture emerges from the cooperation of different
stakeholders while recognizing the situational con-
straints such as legacy systems, available technology,
organizational conflicts, resource constraints, skills and
experience.

Ensuring that architecture plays a role as an enabler
of communication between a diverse set of participants
(including various levels of management and technical
experts) will, however, require informal and expressive
approaches, which are non-existent so far. Although
approaches such as the 4þ1 architectural view (Kruchten,
1995) are available, they represent a forced compromise
with a primary focus on technological requirements
without squarely addressing these communication needs.
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Research on software architecture may, therefore, benefit
from work in related fields such as CSCW and informa-
tion systems planning (e.g., Tellioglu et al., 1998; Ward &
Peppard, 2002), which suggest reconciling different
perspectives, and the work by Weill & Broadbent
(1998), which suggests viewing architectures and invest-
ments as digital options that organizations can exercise
which form the scaffolding of the current architecture
(Orlikowski, 2006). In addition, architectural thinking
is at the core of many recent advances in information
systems development, such as service-orientation
(Papazoglou & Georgakopoulos, 2003), enterprise re-
source planning (Kumar & Hillegersberg, 2000), business
process management (van der Aalst et al., 2003) and
enterprise architectures (Ross et al., 2006) and therefore
we must invent new and better ways to design, represent
and develop architectures. We believe that the results
presented here enable researchers to better structure the
concept of architecture.

Other, specific responses to the results we have out-
lined can include techniques that allow architecture
specifications to be used in ways that can cross bound-
aries across stakeholders without sacrificing the need to
help downstream activities such as implementation and
deployment (e.g., the conformance between architecture
and code (Bass et al., 2003; Shaw & Clements, 2006)). For
a more managerial perspective the business and strategy
development methods suggested by Eden & Ackerman
(1998) may provide additional avenues to create a
common understanding and vision of business strategy.
Finally, the work by Ciborra (2000) may provide another
pointer to deriving architectural specifications that take
into account their emergent and improvized nature as
opposed to carefully planned common road maps (i.e.,
maintaining multiple and even conflicting views of
architecture simultaneously).

Implications for practice
Architectural specifications should be able to span the
spectrum from vague and noble ideals to stringent
decisions about technical platforms and data interchange
formats. A useful adjunct to this requirement would be the
ability to use these representations to make explicit the
consequences, conflicts and problems that the stake-
holders are likely to face. A significant challenge that this
presents to the research community and practitioners is
how to combine the two, sometimes conflicting require-
ments for architectural descriptions: (a) they should
support development at a concrete level, (b) they should
be intelligible to various stakeholders participating in the
process and (c) they should allow reasoning following
technological as well as political concerns.

Our observations also revealed preliminary patterns of
emphasis over the four metaphors based on organiza-
tional characteristics (Smolander & Päivärinta, 2002a, b).
When the organization was homogenous, the Blueprint
metaphor prevailed as exemplified by Organization A
(the handheld software producer), where developers were

mostly engineers with similar education and required
little contact with external stakeholders such as custo-
mers. On the other hand, the role of customers and
other external stakeholders highlighted the use of the
Language metaphor that we observed in Organization C
(the IT solution provider). Their diverse set of customers
and other external partners emphasized the use of
architecture descriptions as communication tools instead
of tools for detailed design and implementation.

These observations of organizational differences sug-
gest that no generic model is likely to fit the needs for
architecture design languages. The notion of goodness of
models for a homogenous group of engineers would not
be the same as that for a heterogeneous set of developers,
customers and other external partners with diverse
backgrounds. The practice of architecture development
should, therefore, reflect the needs of the organization
and its development practices. We speculate that
techniques such as sketching and a succession of
more detailed specifications, similar to those used by
architects in the early phases of building planning
(Morris, 2006), may provide a useful alternative to
current prescriptions.

The recent developments in information systems design
towards higher level and more business-oriented specifica-
tion languages and approaches (e.g., SOA, BPM, etc.) could
benefit from our metaphors by providing different
perspectives for different stakeholders. With notations
that follow (for example) the Decision metaphor, these
technologies could be more immediately accessible to
managers, customers and other stakeholders.

Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have explored the concept of software
architecture in three real-life organizations engaged in
software development. We used a research method
intended to produce empirically grounded constructs
that describe different meanings of software architecture
as perceived by various actors, who participate in its
creation and use. The analysis we have described follows
the tradition of reporting results as metaphors that distill
the findings into evocative phrases. Specifically, the study
resulted in four metaphors for architecture: Blueprint,
Literature, Language and Decision. The results support
and extend recent work that has argued for multiple areas
that architecture must illuminate with a lamppost
analogy (Medvidovic et al., 2007). In doing so, we hope
that we have provided a first step towards understanding
key meanings different stakeholders attach to software
architecture and providing evidence for these. We hope
that the metaphors and the corresponding discussion will
spur further research to refine our understanding of
software architecture as well as developing additional
architectural representations that reflect this understanding.
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